


HUDSON YACHT GROUP is proud to introduce the new HH44 
OPEN, a ro-ro accessible luxury performance catamaran.



The HH44 OPEN has been developed in close 
collaboration between the HH Catamarans design team 

and the Disabled Sailors Association







PERFORMANCE

The HH44 Open is intended to provide an exciting sailing experience to sailors of
all abilities. For its size and space, the HH44 OPEN will outperform other sail
boats in its class. The tall 19m Carbon fibre mast supports a 30% square top
mainsail and large foresail arrangement giving nimble performance in the light
and exceptional performance when the wind picks up.

To harness the power from these sails, the HH44 OPEN has long curved ‘C’
daggerboards and high aspect ratio rudders . The daggerboards are constructed
from standard-modulus carbon fibre prepreg, and load tested to twice their
anticipated working load before installation. The curved C shape not only
benefits performance at higher speeds providing additional lift, but the curved
shape reduces the space lost in the hulls interior.





The HH44 OPEN shares the same hull
tooling as her all carbon HH44
counterpart. This ensures the hull
benefits from all the performance and
comfort improvements that come with
an HH Catamaran.

High bridge deck clearance, and
optimised hull shape give the HH44
OPEN the ability for fast comfortable
passage making.

Encountering good or bad weather is
no issue for this yacht, able to be
sailed from the comfort of the interior
or opened up to enjoy wind and sun
when conditions allow.

One of the best safety features of all
HH Catamarans are their speed. Having
the ability to rapidly move out of the
way of incoming weather systems or
shorten the voyage time between
sheltered anchorages, the importance
of this cannot be overstated.

GO ANYWHERE



LAYOUT



Move freely from inside to outside, forward to aft and side to side. Side and foredeck access via recessed steps or an
electrical actuated lifting platform in the transom.
All deck hatches are recessed flush to provide excellent ventilation when open and no restriction of movement when
closed. The self-tacking jib track forward of the mast is also recessed flush with the deck.
With side and transom boarding platforms closed, the aft transom quarters are safe and dry place to enjoy the sailing
experience, even in the open ocean.





The HH44 Open salon layout seamlessly blends the inside and outside experience
of sailing. The forward windows open, the sunroof opens, the side windows open,
the aft window opens. All of this allows people of all abilities to enjoy the full
sailing experience with wind in their hair. If the weather worsens, close all the
windows and doors and continue sailing without compromise.

The open plan layout is extremely social, with sailors and non-sailors alike sharing
the same space and enjoying the experience of being aboard. With no thresholds
or divisions and wide passageways, the space is incredibly easy to move around in
a wheelchair. Up to four wheelchair sailors can fit side by side with full access to
all sail controls.

The ability to have full control of the yacht from dry comfort increases the total
number of possible sailing days per year regardless of the weather.













Metric Imperial
LOA 13.53 m 44.39 ft
LWL 13.08 m 42.91 ft
BOA 7.50 m 24.62 ft
Draft (Board Up) 1.33 m 4.36 ft
Draft (Board Down) 3.00 m 9.84 ft
Mast Clearance (update) 21.00 m 68.90 ft
Displacement Lightships 9,000.00 kg 19,840 lb

Displacement Max Load
11,500.0
0 kg 25,350 lb

Hull beam 1.48 m 4.86 ft

Sail Areas (planar)
main Sail 72.86 m2 784.00 ft2

Sail areas need updating Self-Tacking jib 33.70 m2 363.00 ft2

Fractional Reacher 83.00 m2 893.00 ft2

J1 removeable light air upwind sail 59.83 m2 644.00 ft2

Engines 2x YANMAR 3YM30AE 
Batteries Lithium Ion
Speed Under Engine 8.5 knots
Cruising Range @ 6.5 knots 628 nm

2x Integral Fuel Tanks 275 L (ea) 72.6 Gal
1x Integral Fresh Water Tank 400 L 105.7 Gal
1x Black Water Tank 80 L 21.1 Gal

Naval Architecture Hudson Yacht & Marine Ltd.
Exterior Design Hudson Yacht & Marine Ltd.
Interior Design Hudson Yacht & Marine Ltd.
Structural Engineering Hudson Yacht & Marine Ltd.

Classification
CE CATEGORY A, MODULE B 
UK MCA Code TBC
ISAF CAT 0 TBC

SPECIFICATIONS



Award Winning Pedigree



www.hhcatamarans.com
www.hudsonyachtgroup.com

sales@hhcatamarans.com

The images and specifications in this document are preliminary and show a design that is a work in progress and hence are subject to change.


